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Are Unexpected Deaths Being Adequately Investigated?
"We are concerned that the deaths of the vaccinated are not being adequately
investigated" said a spokesperson from New Zealand Doctors Speaking Out with Science
(NZDSOS) referring to an open letter to the Chief Coroner of New Zealand. "We are
requesting confirmation that a thorough and detailed assessment of all deaths amongst
vaccinated New Zealanders takes place".
NZDSOS have significant concerns based on their observations and analysis of data around
deaths as well as on several official documents relating to the Pfizer Comirnaty vaccine
rollout in New Zealand.
These documents include an Adverse Event Report from the Pfizer data release in which
1223 deaths were reported within the first three months of post-marketing surveillance. They
also refer to a government document from February 2021 released under the Official
Information Act (OIA) which implies the government was expecting up to 1.1% of vaccinees
to have a severe or serious adverse reaction, requiring those who experienced such a reaction
to have time off work.
NZDSOS also details possible mechanisms by which the injection could be killing New
Zealanders through blood clots, strokes, Sudden Adult Death Syndrome (SADS), cancer,
myocarditis, autoimmune conditions and overwhelming infections. "We question whether
specific testing for spike protein is being undertaken during autopsies", said the NZDSOS
spokesperson.
They note, that although three deaths have been determined likely due to the vaccine (three
young people who would not have been expected to die from Covid-19), these are still
waiting for the Coroner's final assessment.
The significant length of time for processing coronial investigations is also being
questioned. NZDSOS wants to know how New Zealanders can be reassured that signals
of vaccine harm will be picked up in a timely manner if coronial reports take at least a
year, and in some cases, up to four years to be completed. “This is woefully inadequate
if we are expecting the coronial service to alert us to significant signals of vaccine harm
in time to prevent other people from suffering similar harms.”

NZDSOS requests confirmation that political interference in the coronial process has been,
and will be, avoided. The nation has witnessed Prime Minister, Jacinda Ardern advising the
country that a teenager's death was nothing to do with the vaccine within a few days of the
death, knowing full well the investigation would take months to complete.
In addition, NZDSOS are hoping for reassurance that the Coronial Service has not received
'guidance' similar to that which doctors have received requiring them not to say anything
which might promote ‘vaccine hesitancy. This could potentially include certifying that death
was contributed to, or caused by, a vaccine.
NZDSOS is awaiting a response from the Chief Coroner.

